
 
 

January 4th, 2018 8:00AM 

Attendees: Chair: Jack Butkus, Robert Hurd, Paul Reslink, Bruce Spiewak, Tim Applebee, Glenn 

Gollenberg, Bruce Becker, Gina Calabro 

 

➢ Overview: Initially there were 3,000 bills cut to 1500 due to duplicates of sponsorship 

(only statements, not full bills at this point).  The list of bills AIA CT is watching is 

highlighted: Green highlights indicate AIA support of proposed bills, Red highlights 

indicates proposed statutes that are of AIA concern. 

➢ Gina gave an update on the changes given to the General Law Committee to licensing 

statutes. CT ALB supports emeritus status for licensing, and increasing fines from $500 

to10,000 on infractions, requiring a Continuing Education requirement (CT is one of only 

a handful of states that does not require right now) which is supported by the CT 

Licensing Board (self-reporting) to be submitted to regulatory approval (2020 likely). 

 

Discussion of Bills: 

➢ HB5008 - formalized cooperative purchasing programs bill risks inclusion of 

procurement of design services as well (just because state negotiated, doesn’t mean it’s 

a good deal). Currently School Boards join cooperative purchasing programs and receive 

a kick back.  (CREC started this way, for example.) No standing procurement contracts 

(according to the state): state needs contract or direct bid.  5008 memorializes this 

process.  Bruce Spiewak asked the question Could pre-design school packages be part of 

procurement?) 

➢ HB5215 - Extending the statute of limitations here seems DOA but will be watched 

regardless. 

➢ HB6009 - AIA supports sustainability, but to end the expenditure on non-green schools? 

(GG: CT High Performance Schools is similar and perhaps could be integrated…) 

➢ HB6079 - Smoke detectors required? (JB: “a bridge too far” and it exists in CSBC 

already...) 

➢ HB6209 - OSCG might be against this, but AIA supports 

➢ HB 6225 - SSIC needs an architect, AIA supports 

➢ HB 6231 - GG a committee? Towns already have the obligation (reporting to 

Superintendent) JB Sounds like a state committee… 

➢ HB 6236 - GC Statement is very vague… Code committee says we need to watch net 

metering (daily use). You pay for the kW/h you use (4 year pay back could be a 12-year 

payback).  BB: Power struggle between utilities. AIA 2030… net zero… need to 

incorporate this lens in our approach to legislation. 

➢ HB 6245 - statement of purpose counters 6236 

➢ HB 6240 - AIA supports 

➢ HB 6276 - not friendly to wallets…... 

➢ HB 6414 - AIA supports 

➢ HB 6571 - (already in 2018 CSBC) so… 

➢ HB 6573 - JB: model code requires it, but CSBC may have omitted it. GG other states 

notify of firefighters of truss building (isn’t this a building code issue?), AIA sense is to 

keep it out of the statutes. 



 
➢ HB 6629 v. HB 6633 JB: dueling banjos on net metering 

➢ HB 6850 reciprocal occupational licensure agreement AIA supports 

➢ HB 6851 CEU for trade licenses: GC language is vague so we’re watching 

➢ SB-9 75% reduction in licensing fees TA other organizations interested in fighting this? 

➢ SB-220 AIA Supports 

➢ SB-429 AIA supports 

➢ SB-514 JB What is the State going to tack on to existing fee requirements 

➢ SB-771 BB new code requires 110 in every garage, but it’s an expensive retrofit.  Pre-

wiring 220 charging station will make it easier to adopt electric vehicles. JB You would 

have to upsize electrical service from day one. GG how would these spaces integrate 

P&Z ADA parking requirements? BB the idea is to anticipate these problems… BS: this 

should be a CSBC item. BB was proposed as a code amendment. If CT Fund for 

Environment backs this, where do they go? JB/BB Codes and Standards BB C&S is 

currently accepting proposed amendments (wherever there is a particular need, i.e. 

ADA) JB then those statutes persisted past maturity of ADA into code. Easier to modify 

regulation than statute. BS on a national level, these environmental orgs wanting EV 

adoption should engage ICC, too.  TA language reads as a response to a failure of C&S to 

work this in to new CSBC. JB: C&S reviews requested changes in batches (4/4 closes this 

round) including public hearings. March 13th and forward will be active review of CSBC 

2020 items.  BB will suggest C&S avenue BS the legislator could submit it with BB’s 

guidance. 

 

Miscellaneous Items: 

State Govt Network software (AIA CT notified via State Link action group) is touted as a way 

for govt to ensure the govt is getting what they pay for… ACEC is fighting this NJ just got 

introduced, Indiana killed it… 

 

Dept of Admin Services through OSCG is having a forum (March 22 10-3PM) on School 

Construction projects for school districts and industry professionals.  Council required to 

consider standardized contracts… “if you want to spend state money, you are required to…” 

sample contract for municipalities, based on what existing contracts (AIA)? Fees, CM, C.O.R.’s 

GC: New commissioner is going to be at this OSCG Forum (not from public sector, YSOM) GC: 

Can GG inquire about industry pros they mentioned and distributed information. 

 

GC reviewed all CT state committee involvement opportunities by/for architects, found 

25 possible placements. 

 

CTCPA they are concerned that state sales tax based is going to include professional services… 

GC says grocery tax is DOA.  Current revenue approach is not raising rates, but broadening 

base… CPA wants to raise coalition to fight sales tax on services, supporting lowering licensing 

fees. GG Tim Brewer addressed this years ago and AIA should reference this work. JB 1990-93 

sales tax on arch services was repealed.  GG supports getting the past presidents involved.  

GG/GC will be going to DC, supported by AIA national (1 item having to with school security, and 

to extend tax credit 179D program for energy, re: rebates for sustainable components of 

projects beyond 2018) 



 
 

GG NFPA 3000 forthcoming for active shooter situations (regs and checklist)  

 

March 27 8:30AM Breakfast GC suggest AIA CT Government Affairs Committee meet at 

least by conference call a week prior. 

 

Legislative Breakfast/ Day at Capitol is set for March 27th (830 to 10 Breakfast) FOCUS will get it 

posted in the Bulletin (legislative visits, generically). Gina will book officer’s club Bulletin and 

blast email to legislators. Personal invite to breakfast from constituent. 


